
Garbage 17 February - Hare Dogs Bollocks – 

onon 4 Utah Place. 

I have waited for the garbage for the last weeks r*n, 

but was told Brick let us down!!!!!!.. 

All we got was a bloody brief email from Dagy saying “Dogs 

Bollocks r*n – meet north end Bower Ave and onon at 4 Utah 

Place” - but that was sufficient for hashers from all over 

the place to flood in …. 

All complemented “Dogs great run” – I thought I 

would just get that comment in first. 

Dogs happened to bring along some perspective Police recruits 

that were sitting around the 

station, on a night off, they 

livened things up a bit….  And we 

were in luck as SSS ran into the 

“iStock” 

sales 

team 

and 

invited them along too ….  So in the 

end we had 30+.   In addition to that 

we had “Long Prong” and 

“Sluttybardfast” from a UK hash - unfortunately they could not 

stay for the onon. 

 

Notably missing were: 



 SIF: called in with a work excuse – but did manage to arrange 

for a truck to break down nearby so he could claim the trip a s 

a work expense.   

 Dagy: pretending to have family staying.   

 Linc & Oxy: at a romantic dinner. 

 Labrat & Glowworm:  at home – avoiding having to shout for 

Labrat’s birthday. 
 

A cunningly laid trail took in the sights of Bottle Lake and the 

surrounding streets.  Walkers had to lead the way in many places 

and there was a distinct lack of hash skill displayed in finding 

trail and calling.   They did not seem to grasp the fact that 

trail could start within 360 degrees of a check!!!!!!!!!!! 

PS 1 saw the flock hashers struggle into a gap in the sand dunes.  

SSS and EmDF got excited when Bill & Ben - (two well-known locals 

from the gay community) approached them and asked if they would 

care to “swap”. 

The Police recruits and iStock team really played it up at the PS ..  

there was “TNA” galore  (for the uneducated TNA = “tits ‘n arse”.  

Vassie was even persuaded to come out of retirement for a good old 

fashioned falsh. 

All this was too much for the HARE and he cancelled the second leg 

of the r*n and directed all back to the onon. 

That caused a ruckus.  The Police recruits and iStock team packed a 

shitty and headed off into town for a bit more “TNA” action. 

OH and fines etc.   

Vassie was so brave declaring it a sitting, hasts on and 

hands in the pocket circle. She completely ignored 

Dagy’s request to mix cheap shitty sweet warm soft 



drink into the fines mix.  She (Vassie) – the bitch!!!! – 

used Dogs QUALITY home brew. 

 

EmDF 

200 r*n 

 

 

Navi for 
impersonating a 
photographer and 
groping whilst in 
wedlock 
 

 

 

Workershirker for 
enjoying it and not 
displaying disgust 
at Navi’s 
behaviour. AND 
Nice But for not 
offering the same 
to all male hashers 

 

 

Vassie “because 
she was” 
 
SSS for not taking 
up “Bill & Bens” 
gay swap offer 

 
  

Next weeks R*N is  

25th February: Worka Shirka, Wo-Wo and Noi;  

Venue - Assemble at the end of Shalamar Drive (off Cashmere Rd)   

(Past the Old Stone House and further than the marker on map 

above) 


